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Email lists earn you more money 

Social media has become all of the rage for online marketing over the past few years. 

Some marketers will even tell you this is all you need for a marketing strategy. They 

would be wrong. Subscribers to email lists remain the most powerful online marketing 

tool there is. 

There are good reasons for this. A recent study by Global market and opinion research 

specialists Ipsos shows that 85 percent of people have and use an email account. When 

it comes to social media, only 62 percent are engaged. But it is much more than just 

those numbers. The 62 percent of social media users includes all of the major websites. 

It includes Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, etc.  

To reach people on all of these sites requires up dating each one with every new 

message you send out. With an email list, you reach all of your contacts with a single 

message. 

Further more, people engaged with social media are bombarded with messages all day 

long. Most of them are ignored. On the other hand, people still take their email 

seriously. The open rate is much higher.  

Email remains the most universal method of direct communication on the internet. It 

remains the most used method for conducting business online. 

Click through rates are much higher for email 

Click through rates are the percentage of people that receive your message and then  

follow a link you provide to a website 

you want them to visit. The click 

through rate for social media is dismal.  

One report shows the click through 

rate for Twitter rarely tops 1.64 

percent. Compare that to an 

approximate average click through of 

20 percent for email lists. Some industries and niches regularly see email click through 

rates as high as 40, 50, even 60 percent. 

While you may chose to use both email lists and social media for your marketing, it is 

clear that most of your effort is best spent on emails. 

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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Build it once to send thousands of times 

Autoresponders are a powerful tool when it comes to email marketing. You create a 

series of emails that build rapport, educate, and provide value for your readers. Then 

you put it on autopilot so that it sends out the messages at intervals of your choosing.  

At 1AutomationWiz.com our email marketing software  gives you all the easy to use 

email marketing tools you need to build your mailing lists, market to your customers 

and prospects, and grow your business – automatically! There is also “no limit” on email 

broadcast volume, so you can mail as often as you wish. 

Email is a personalized communication channel 

Social media is about having fun rather than conducting business. Social media updates, 

ads, and even promoted posts are disregarded. People log in to social media for news 

from friends and family and to see funny photos. They are not logging in to shop for 

niche products or to conduct business. 

Email messages are guarded. People demand privacy when it comes to email. This 

enables more intimate and private toned messages to be sent. The privacy factor leads 

to consumers making more honest decisions. If you are selling women's lingerie, you will 

get more click-throughs with an email than you will get "likes" on Facebook. 

Building op-in forms: 

Whether it is a squeeze page, blog, or other type of website, the best opt-in pages are 

known to have conversion rates of 30 to 60 percent and some even higher. Conversion 

rates are the percentages of visitors that choose to opt-in to a mailing list by filling in the 

form fields available.  

If you are a niche marketer, you can expect these high conversion rates because visitors 

already have an interest in your subject. 

Subject Headings: The heading on your opt-in form is the most important information 

because that is the first contact point with your visitors.  

This is where you must captivate them with an attention-grabbing headline that 

compels them to continue reading your text. Your headline must be clear about what 

you are presenting and your copy must connect with your visitors on an emotional level. 

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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Just like it always is in marketing, you need to tell people how they will benefit by giving 

you their email address. Headings should begin with a benefit. 

How to… is a good way to begin: 

How to Save Money  

How to Make Money  

How to Find the Answer to …. 

Another good headline technique is with bold headlines clearly spelling out the benefits. 

Lose 40 Lbs. in a Month with Our Free Recipes! 

How to Get More Dates Using These 3 Simple Steps 

How to Quit Smoking in 30 days 

Truth be told, everything on your opt-in form is important. You don’t want anything to 

distract the visitor or make them go away before they give you their email address. 

You do not want the opt-in form to be too long but you need to mention the benefits 

the person will receive for signing up. The blog or article they came to read should be 

value added but you want to entice them into filling out the opt-in form with something 

additional.  

Often it is a short eBook about the subject they have shown an interest in. That can be 

your headline and then you briefly list the most important benefits they will receive by 

joining. The benefits should be listed in bullet format.  

Get a better night's sleep by: 

 Sleeping on your side 

 Get rid of allergens 

 Improving your sleep habits 

Privacy Policy: Many people are reluctant to give their personal information out to 

anyone they don’t know.  
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Including a statement immediately below your opt-in form gains your prospects’ trust 

by reassuring them that you won’t sell or trade their information.  

Be very clear that you will never share his or her email address with anyone else.  

“Your email and name are safe and fully confidential with us. It will NEVER be shared 

with any 3rd party. We hate spam as much as you do” 

Call to action. One component of your site that greatly affects your conversion rate is 
the call to action. The words appear in two places. Once directly to the side of the 
submit button and as a label on the button.  

 
People do not always want to add their email to your list, although they know that is 
what they are being asked to do.  

Instead of using the word "submit" or "subscribe", you will find your conversion rate 
rises if you use an action phrase expressing how your visitors will benefit by clicking on 
the button. They want a benefit.  

Use an action phrase that is written from their point of view to persuade them on a 

personal level such as “Send my Free report to loose 30 pounds in 30 days!” or “Free 

instant access now!” and so on. The short phrase goes next to the button.  

Directly on the button you use words calling for immediate action. The words "Send It 

Now" work well. 

Positioning opt-in forms: 

Most marketers understand that providing quality content is critical to persuading 

people to sign up to your list.  

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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What many do not understand is that it is essential that you place your email opt-in 

form directly in front of your visitor.  

Marketers, especially start-ups, tend to be too conservative with the placement of the 

opt-in form. Some do not even have an opt-in form. Instead, they have a short link at 

the end of a blog or niche article. 

Pop-ups:  These are among the best methods to make sure your reader sees the opt-in 

form. Contrary to data, many marketers believe that pop-ups are strongly disliked by 

readers.  

These may not be favorites among readers but the data shows they do convert readers 

into subscribers.  

A proven method is giving the reader a few seconds to start reading your content and 

then have the opt-in window pop up directly in front of him or her. 

Feature box: The feature box is as effective as pop-ups. A feature box is a large opt-in 

box sitting center screen above your blog or articles content. The visitor cannot help but 

see it first. After making a decision to subscribe or not, they then scroll down to your 

content. 

The design of the opt-in form is the same regardless where you position it. It has a 

strong header, the benefits listed as bullets, a privacy statement, and a call to action.  

What is slightly different about the feature box is it positioned horizontally - known as 

landscape. The other versions are positioned in the portrait style. 

Top of the side bar: This is a very common positioning technique because for years it 

was thought to be the most effective at making conversions.  

It still is effective but the pop-up and feature box have proven to be more effective. In 

this version, the opt-in box is at the top right when the webpage opens. The reader can 

see both the opt-in and the beginning of your content in the same screen. 

Bottom of article: This opt-in form should not be used alone. You want to have copies of 

the opt-in form at the top of the page in the event that the reader does not finish 

reading your content or wants to go directly to the more in-depth material.  

On the other hand, all opt-in pages should repeat the form at the bottom of the page. 

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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When the reader finishes reading your 800 word blog is the perfect time to offer him or 

her another opportunity to sign up for more quality content that will be sent to their 

email on a regular basis. 

Contact page: This is not intended as an opt-in page but it can have the same affect. You 

can capture people's email address when they contact you by email. Obviously, you 

won't capture the email if they contact you by telephone. What is important is that you 

have a contact page. 

Increase email lists with content: 

Before you start tossing out articles and blogs to attract readers, you first need to create 

a content strategy. Here are the five elements to consider when forming your content 

strategy. 

Your expertise: You may be an expert on several subjects. However, you need to 

determine the expertise that your target audience is seeking out.  

If you are offering technical services, you don't want your content to wander off into the 

gardening niche just because that is your favorite hobby. Decide what expertise you are 

offering and stay on subject. 

Audience objective: It helps define your content when you know what your audience is 

hoping to get out of your material.  

Are they looking for humor? Are they looking to learn something (write "how to" 

articles). Are they looking for stories about how your expertise impacted the lives of 

others (include testimonials)? 

Audience interest: Whether you are selling traditional products or to a very small niche, 

you can broaden your content when you understand the interests of your audience.  

If you are selling garden tools, you can assume your audience has an interest in 

gardening and expand your writing to gardening tips. If you are selling small kitchen 

appliances, assume your audience has an interest in cooking by writing about recipes. 

Brand building: Consider the image you want your business to portray. Is it a 

trendsetter? Does it try to change lifestyles? Does it entertain? Is it a traditional 

business selling traditional products and services? Weave your brand into all of your 

articles. 

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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Available resources: Are you going to do all of the writing yourself or do you have 

employees to help or will you be hiring freelance writers. You need to create a list of 

subjects (titles with short descriptions) for your writers to follow.  

Also, create a publication schedule listing the dates each original article will be 

published. 

When you answer these questions, you can create a content strategy that engages your 

audience and brings them back for more. This same strategy works well for the emails 

that you will load into an autoresponder to send out automatically.  

At 1AutomationWiz.com  you will find it easy to manage your email content strategy – 

automatically! 

Increase emails lists with bonuses: 

The most successful method of convincing people to complete your email opt-in form is 

by offering a bonus for signing up. The most common opt-in bonus is a short eBook.  

However, there are many other types. Video and audio bonuses work well and 

depending on what you are selling software can make a good bonus.  

After reading your original article or blog, the bonus is your second contact with 

potential customers. That makes it important to deliver a high quality bonus to continue 

growing the relationship and your credibility.  

Some of the quality requirements for the bonus are obvious such as an attention-

grabbing title and a high quality graphic for the cover. However, there are other 

elements that aren't always so obvious or get over looked. 

Make it immediately available: There two typical ways these bonuses are delivered. 

First, is setting the autoresponder to immediately send the bonus to the email address 

you have just added to your list. If you do this, you need to have a clear note telling 

them to go look for the bonus in their email.  

The second way is redirecting them to another webpage where they can download the 

bonus. Both work well. Just make sure the bonus is immediately delivered. 

Make it easy to implement right away: You now have a potential client engaged and 

you want to keep him or her engaged.  

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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Do this by making sure your bonus material can be used as soon as it received. In most 

cases, it should contain the solution to a real problem.  

When they found your blog or article with a search engine, they were probably looking 

to solve a problem. You should give a partial or simple solution in the article but the 

bonus needs to provide a more in-depth solution.  

However, don't try showing off your deep expertise on the subject with a difficult to 

implement solution. Keep it at the beginner level unless your target audience is more 

advanced on the subject. 

Tell them what comes next: Make sure you let them know that you want to establish a 

relationship.  

You do this in two ways. A photo and short biography about you needs to accompany 

the free bonus. It should include information about why you are passionate about the 

same subject they are interested in.  

The second way is by giving them a glimpse of the future. Give them a hint about what 

will be coming next (your email campaign) and encourage them to anticipate future 

interaction. 

Invite feedback: Ask your subscribers to comment on the bonus material or the original 

article. When they do, you need to respond back. This solidifies the interaction process.  

It is also a good way of obtaining early testimonials. If you are selling high end products 

or services and don't expect to have a high volume of buyers, you need to consider 

offering a free 15-minute consulting session with you as the expert.  

Typically, this would be after they buy the service but you can consider it for signing up 

to your list. That is your judgment call. 

Follow up with your autoresponder series: You have started the interaction by getting 

them to subscribe and download your bonus. With 1AutomationWiz they are 

automatically be added to your email list.  

Sending out quality emails on a predetermined schedule will build on this engagement 

and give them good reason to continue reading what you offer and make a purchase 

once they become comfortable that you are authentic and offer real value.  

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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Data suggests that most readers won't make a purchase until they have received about 

seven emails. Your first emails need to compliment your original bonus offer. If you get 

too far off subject, there is a good chance your emails will be redirected to the spam 

folder. 

Your first autoresponder series: 

Keeping in touch with your list is critical. Instead of mailing out a newsletter weekly or 
monthly you want to create a series of emails that the autoresponder sends out at 
predetermined intervals, every 2 days, 4 days, etc.  

When they first sign up it begins sending out the emails in sequence, beginning with the 
opt-in confirmation. Two days later, the autoresponder sends the next in the sequence. 

Prewritten Structure of an email campaign: 

Some scenarios require up-to-date information be provided. Maybe your niche is 
seasonal in nature, like the theater season.  

You will stop sending emails after the season ends and will not have any interesting 
content until shortly before the next season starts. You will be able to use a combination 
of prewritten emails and emails that are written immediately before being sent out.  

You could write a short series about what is coming up in the new season but once the 
season begins, you won’t be able to write about last night's performance until you 
actually see it.  

The prewritten structure in this scenario will not work but for most others, this is the 
formula for a prewritten email campaign 

It is about building trust and aggressively marketing your products. There are best 
practices to doing this right. What follows is the framework for a well-crafted email 
campaign. 

1st email: Thank them again for subscribing, give them an informative article that is on 
target to the subject, and give them the link to your sales offer. No sale pitch. This is still 
about building your credibility and trust. (You should have already sent them an email 
containing the bonus). 

2nd email: Another informative article about the topic of your list. Include a link to your 
main webpage at the end of the email (no sales pitch, it is still about building trust). 

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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3rd email: Another informative article about the topic of your list. Again, include a link 
without a sales pitch, to your webpage. There is no point beginning to aggressively 
market yet because few buy until the seventh time they hear from you. 

4th email: Another informative article about the topic of your list. This time, be sure to 
not only include the link to your web page, but include this copy:  

"To learn more about __________, click here: www.yournich.net." 
 

Here is where you begin advertising to sell your product. Not too aggressively at first but 
begin now. 

5th email: Send a link to another free gift from you. This must be a genuinely free gift, 
no strings, no first free month, and a genuinely free gift. 

6th email: Another informative article with just a link to your site. 

7th email: Your first actual recommendation: Keep it simple: 

Example: 

Dear [first name], 

Do you want to [topic of your list] better? 

Check this out: [link]. 

Do you want to do [topic of your list] better than anybody else in your field? 

I have discovered (created, found, purchased, etc.) the best method yet for [topic of 
your list]. 

[insert link] 

Let me know what you think. 

[Your name] 

8th email: Another informative article. 

Don’t end after eight emails. It will not take much effort to repeat the entire sequence 
using a different selection of informative articles. Stay in contact with your list! They’ll 
opt-out if they loose interest. 

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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Anatomy of an individual email: 

Exactly how do you go about composing an autoresponder message? Here’s a complete 
composition of what your messages should contain.  

These are guidelines. This will simply give you a structure to build your messages on. 

Subject line: The subject line is the first thing people will see when they receive your 
message. Therefore, it must be compelling enough to keep them from deleting the 
message unread.  

Which of the following e-mail subjects would you be more likely to click on:  

“Make a MILLION Dollars in One Week!” or “First of Several Reports You Requested to 
Boost Your Online Income”?  

To most readers, the first subject line is obviously spam and would be deleted without a 
second thought. The second subject line implies that not only have they requested the 
information but you are providing something of value for free.  

Be understated, but as specific as possible with your subject line to ensure your 
message is opened. 

Use a compelling opening sentence: Say you clicked on the second subject line in the 
preceding example. You now have the message open, and the first line is this:  

“You’ll drown in a bucket of money. Buy my program now, for only $495. It’s easy!”  

Would you read further? Chances are you are already looking for the delete button. This 
opening is long on hype and short on value.  

But what if the first sentence read: “You are about to learn the secrets successful web 
marketers use to make a killing on the internet.” Will you continue?  

Probably because there is no outright pressure to buy anything and you are being given 
something for free that will benefit you. So far, it costs nothing but a few minutes of 
your time. 

Add a Disclaimer: This should not be lengthy. Immediately following your compelling 
opening sentence, remind people they are receiving your message because they have 
asked to be on your list.  

It will keep them from clicking the “spam” button if they decide they are not interested 
in your product and keep your autoresponder and web site off internet blacklists. 

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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Here’s an example: 
----------- 
Note: You are getting this email because you joined my list at XYZ Company. If you don't 
want more emails from me, please follow the link at the bottom. Thank you. 

Now if you use 1AutomationWiz.com for your mailing, then we take care of this step for 
you automatically. 
----------- 

The Introductory paragraph: Explain in a concise paragraph exactly what your 
informative article is about or what the product will do for the buyer.  

AVOID USING ALL CAPS OR EXCESSIVE PUNCTUATION!!! This looks amateurish and will 
almost certainly get your message deleted. 

Add Subheadings and further information: Write compelling sub headers, set on 
separate lines within your message that describe certain benefits or sections of your 
program, and then follow up with a short paragraph of explanation.  

For example, using the fictional internet marketing program we began discussing, your 
first subhead might state: “Millions of people do business on the internet. Are you 
reaching them with your web site?”  

Tease the contents of your product, but do not give away too much information 
(otherwise, why would anyone want to buy?). 

Add an immediate call to action: After several subheads and short paragraphs of 
information, reveal your product.  

State what it is (an e-book, e-course, or audio CD, or download), a link where customers 
go to get it (your web site, Amazon, e-Bay), and how much it costs. You do this in the 
appropriate emails that market your product. 

NOTE: To make your price impressive, state the retail value of your product, and then 
reveal your price as a deep discount available to your email readers.  

When setting your price, aim for the high side at first and be willing to lower it in later 
follow-up messages - this gives people an even stronger incentive to buy after message 
4 or 5.  

For example, your call to action in your fourth message might read: “This amazing e-
book revealing internet marketing secrets to jumpstart your web site’s sales is valued at 
$395. Through our program, you can order “Huge Web Site Profits” for just $49.95.” 

http://www.1automationwiz.com/
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Set expectations for follow-up messages. Let your subscribers know the next time you 
will contact them, which will be the interval you have set for your autoresponder 
distribution - tomorrow, in a few days, next week. Include a teaser of what will be 
revealed in the next message. 

Unsubscribe link. This is critical to a successful autoresponder campaign. You must give 
subscribers the option to discontinue receiving messages from you or you will be 
labeled as a spammer.  

If you’re not using 1AutomationWiz all you have to do is make sure to include a link 
similar to this in your message. 

----------- 
To unsubscribe or change subscriber options visit: 
http:// 1AutomationWiz.com/your account.  
----------- 

Now if you use 1AutomationWiz.com for your mailing, then we take care of this step for 

you automatically. 

There you have it, A to Z, how to build your subscriber lists. 

If you are selling digital or physical products, be sure to take the free trial at 

1AutomationWiz.com and see for yourself how easy it is to automate your income! 
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